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				• salt • is written by mom, wife, and veteran broadcaster Annie Ashe Fields. What's with the Smooth Jazz logo? It's just where I spent the best part of my 20 year radio career.  When you spend that long on the air talking to that many people, it's possible we've "met."  So, if you remember "Annie Ashe" from San Francisco, Philadelphia, or The Smooth Jazz Network, that's me!
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American Thinker is essential daily reading.  I always learn something there.  How many places can you say that about, huh?  Their 5 most recents posts are below.  Click the logo to go.
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	Ukraine’s War: Let’s Hope Trump Wins 'March 19, 2024 5:00 am'In short, the scenario is that of a western world in the grip of a strange obsession arising from a misunderstanding, whereby we are confronted with the possibility of WW III without there being any good reason for it. […]

	Democrats Cannot Win a Fraud-Free Election 'March 19, 2024 5:00 am'While all mainstream networks focus on Trump’s alleged negatives, these pale in comparison to those of Biden and his party.  […]

	The Left’s Love Affair With Mandates 'March 19, 2024 5:00 am'Our government is truly in love with mandates “for the public good” that don’t work. What’s next? […]

	When a Bloodbath Isn’t 'March 19, 2024 5:00 am'It isn’t the job of journalists to take down political figures or to try to sway elections.  […]

	The Gospel of Bitcoin 'March 19, 2024 5:00 am'There’s a religious tinge to the adulation of Bitcoin’s most fervent supporters. […]
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	The Media Are Planting Narrative Ahead Of SCOTUS Abortion Pill Hearing 'March 20, 2024 12:11 am'There will soon be another high-stakes Supreme Court hearing on abortion and the media have already chosen the narrative terrain on which they wish to engage the matter, framing the argument as over access to abortion pills. The most succinct version of this frame comes via Norah O’Donnell on the CBS Evening News:  NORAH O’DONNELL: The number of abortions in […]
 Jorge Bonilla
	NPR Owns the Pro-Lifers: Suck It, Study Finds Abortions in America Are UP! 'March 19, 2024 10:55 pm'The Supreme Court’s repeal of the Roe v. Wade decision in 2022 was greeted as a calamity by people who champion the right to abortions, which certainly includes the national media. But now National Public Radio found some happy news: the number of abortions in America is up! That’s according to the Guttmacher Institute, a former Planned Parenthood project th […]
 Tim Graham
	‘Smooth Clay’ Brain: MSNBC Claims Trump to Deport All Non-White People 'March 19, 2024 7:26 pm'During Monday’s The ReidOut, MSNBC host Joy Reid fear-mongered her audience by distorting practically everything former President Donald Trump said during his infamous “bloodbath” speech. In addition to spewing the “bloodbath” hoax, she also spun lies about his proposed immigration and deportation policies, suggesting he was just going to deport any brown or […]
 Kathryn Eiler
	Soros-Funded Brennan Center’s Dystopian Take on Free Speech Case Bastardized Its Namesake 'March 19, 2024 6:59 pm'Imagine a radical law organization financed by George Soros lurching so far to the left on the free speech issue that it ends up bastardizing the very philosophy of the liberal U.S. Supreme Court associate justice it's named after. Enter the Brennan Center for Justice. The Brennan Center — which has espoused insane ideas like abolishing the Electoral Co […]
 Joseph Vazquez
	Supreme Court Justice Outrageously Complains First Amendment ‘Hamstringing’ Gov’t Censorship 'March 19, 2024 6:10 pm'As the Supreme Court heard oral arguments for a landmark free speech case, one Democrat-appointed justice expressed concern that the First Amendment restricts government control of speech. Justice Ketanji Brown Jackson appeared to side with the Biden administration that nominated her to the U.S. Supreme Court when the court heard arguments for the landmark f […]
 Catherine Salgado
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	Justice Department investigating generic drug price fixing 'May 22, 2020 8:49 pm'A "60 Minutes" report details a lawsuit accusing generic drugmakers of pushing up prices. The Justice Department is investigating whether they engaged in a conspiracy to raise prices. Jeff Pegues has the latest. […]

	Investigation finds military housing contractor ignored dangerous conditions 'May 21, 2020 11:59 pm'An investigation by CBS News and Reuters found one of the military's largest housing contractors apparently misled the Air Force to qualify for bonus payments. The FBI is investigating. Omar Villafranca reports. […]

	CBS News investigation finds fake court orders used to hide negative Google search results 'May 21, 2020 1:23 pm'A Google search can reveal negative information about anyone or any company. But reputation management companies try to trick Google by flooding the internet with positive content about their clients. Sometimes, companies use fraudulent court documents. […]

	Smuggler claims he moves ISIS members throughout Europe 'May 20, 2020 11:03 pm'ISIS remains an active threat, long after it was defeated in Syria. Holly Williams went undercover to expose how human smugglers are helping ISIS fighters infiltrate Europe. […]

	American man inside Syrian prison says he was recruited to ISIS online 'May 20, 2020 9:44 pm'In northern Syria, prisons are filled with foreign ISIS fighters. In a CBS News exclusive, Holly Williams was given rare access to one of these prisons, and spoke with an an American. […]
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	Biden's LNG Export Embargo Hurts Farmers Too 'March 19, 2024 6:31 pm'When President Joe Biden halted exports of liquified natural gas, he hurt not just the energy industry, but also lots of Pennsylvania and Ohio farmers. […]
 
	The Music Will Play Again in Haiti 'March 19, 2024 6:28 pm' […]
 
	Uber-Style Pricing Is Coming for Everything 'March 19, 2024 6:28 pm'More and more industries are adopting […]
 
	How the Administrative State Conquered America 'March 19, 2024 6:28 pm'The woke regime operates on Woodrow Wilson's maxim: Government does now whatever experience permits or the times demand. […]
 
	How the Welfare State Fails the Poor 'March 19, 2024 6:28 pm'A bureaucratic paper chase undermines compassion and practical help for the needy, while Wall Street gets whatever it wants. It doesn't have to be that way. […]
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	Is “Long COVID” just chronic LYME DISEASE under another name? 'March 19, 2024 10:30 pm'The latest issue of MIT Technology Review, a bi-monthly magazine owned by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, contains a piece by Michal "Mikki" Tal, formerly of Stanford University, discussing immune responses to cancer and Lyme disease, the latter of which looks a whole lot like so-called "Long COVID." […]
 Ethan Huff
	Yemen’s Houthi Rebels Claim To Have Successfully Tested First Hypersonic Missile 'March 19, 2024 8:00 pm'The same Houthi rebels from Yemen that continue to attack shipping vessels in the Red Sea now claim that they have successfully tested their first hypersonic missile. The terrorist organization then touted that the group could eventually use the missiles against Israel. […]
 Mac Slavo
	I Will Celebrate China’s UTTER DESTRUCTION 'March 19, 2024 7:02 pm'Live and let live. […]
 Contributing Author
	Elitists Demonize Farming While Investing In Fake Food 'March 19, 2024 5:30 pm'The ruling class and elitists of the planet have been demonizing farming while investing heavily in the fake food industry. Already, most of the grocery stores in the United States are full of food-like products that erode the health of human beings, but it doesn't seem like the sociopaths who wield power will stop until we are all sick from what we eat […]
 Mac Slavo
	Spanish Newspaper Claims NATO Troops Are Active In Ukraine; Putin Agrees 'March 19, 2024 3:00 pm'The Spanish newspaper El Pais claimed that NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) troops are active in Ukraine. Russian President Vladimir Putin agrees, and even further claims that soldiers from member states of the bloc are dying in large numbers. […]
 Mac Slavo
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Vote Smart
Do the basic research the lamestream media won't do with Vote Smart. It's a comprehensive catalog of every crook & liar's - er, politician's - votes & public utterances.  Indispensable!
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Really  really feel need to know more about me? First, count to ten and hope the feeling passes... Did you do it?  Whah?  You have nothing else to fill the empty hours?  That's so sad... Okay. Click the LinkedIn logo.
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